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World of Cold
Cryogenic Training for Science and Industry
World of Cold is a hands-on, practical approach to providing a foundation for developing technical
capability in cryogenics. A total business viewpoint considers the interplay among science, industry, and
societal needs in regional and global marketplaces. Real-world engineering applications and
demonstrations with liquid nitrogen and vacuum are an integral part. The course is divided into four
modules which can be offered on-site and tailored to a specific need:
•
•
•
•

Module I – Cryogenics 101 (Production and Application of Cold)
Module II – Cryogenic Systems Design and Operations
Module III – Vacuum, Instrumentation, and Measurement
Module IV – Applications, Markets, and Research

The term cryogenics, in this context, concerns the use of cold temperatures for one of two reasons: 1)
using the cold to do something useful (putting the cold to work) or 2) storing a lot of molecules in a small
space (energy density). Cold temperatures are any below the ambient but cryogenic temperatures are
often defined as below 123 K (-240 °F).
As new markets come about and more cryogenic applications proliferate, practical training is needed to
meet these demands and ensure business success. To build technical capabilities, the related key
aspects of safety, processes, equipment, product development, marketing, and education of both
customers and suppliers are addressed in World of Cold.
Instructor: James E. Fesmire is founder and President of Energy Evolution LLC with a focus on thermal
energy systems and materials. He is also Sr. Principal Investigator and founder of the Cryogenics Test
Laboratory at NASA Kennedy Space Center for novel energy technology and materials research. He holds
a Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering (Materials Science) from the University of Central Florida
and Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering from Auburn University.
Contact:

Phone: 1.321.385.7505

Email: james@321energy.us

Technical Publications: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/James_Fesmire
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